
MATH 221, Class Work 9, Professor Susan Sun Nunamaker

Due Date: January 17, 2006

Student’s Name:______________

#1.  Lewis earned 85 on his math midterm and 81 on his psychology midterm.  However, in the

math class the mean score was 79 with standard deviation 5.  In the psychology class the mean

score was 76 with standard deviation 3.

A.  Convert each score to a standard score.

B.  Which score was higher with respect to the rest of the class ?

#2.  Johnny took a standardized test to try to get credit for first-year math by examination.  If he

got the credit by exam, he would not need to take the courses.  The standardized score was

reported.  His standardized score was 1.9.  The mean score on the exam was 100 and the

standard deviation 12.

A. Calculate Johnny’s raw score.

B.  The math department requires a raw score of 117 to get credit by examination for first

year math.  Will Johnny get credit based on this exam ?

#3.  For each of the following probabilities, shade the area under the standard normal curve

corresponding to the probability.  Then find the requested probability.

A.  P (Z ³ 0)

B.  P (0 21£ £Z . )

C.  P (- £ £03 25. . )Z

D.  P (Z £ -173. )

E.   P (15 19. . )£ £Z
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#4.  For each of the following probabilities, shade the area under the standard normal curve

corresponding to the probability.  Then find the requested probability.

A.  P ( . )0 219£ £Z

B.  P ( . )Z £ 0 78

C.  P ( . . )- £ £119 192Z

D.  P ( . )Z £ -216

E.  P ( . )- £215 Z

#5.  The Snack Pack of potato chips is advertised to weigh 3.5 oz.  The weights are normally

distributed with mean of 3.5 oz. And standard deviation of 0.2 oz.  For a Snack Pack of potato

chips selected at random, find the probability.

A.  It weighs less than 3 oz.

B.  It weighs more than 3.7 oz.

#6.  The snow pack on the summit of Wolf Creek Pass, Colorado on March 1 has been measured

for many years by the National Weather Bureau.  The depth of the snow pack in inches is

normally distributed with mean m =78.1 inches and standard deviation s = 10.4 inches.  For a

given year find the probability that the snow pack will be:

A.  Less than 60 inches.

B.  More than 85 inches.

C.  Between 60 and 85 inches.
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#7.  Find the z value so that :

A.  5% of the area of the normal curve lies to the right of z.

B.  95% of the area of the normal curve lies between -z and z.

C.  8% of the area of the normal curve lies to the left of z.

D.  90% of the area of the normal curve lies between -z and z.

E.  99% of the area of the standard normal curve  lies between -z and z

#8.  Maria thinks that consumer demand for mini-home entertainment systems follows a normal

distribution with mean m = 124 and s = 36.Units are thousands of systems.

A.  Find the probability that the demand is less than 80 (thousand).

B.  Find the probability that the demand is greater than 180 (thousand).

C.  Find the probability that the demand is between 80 and 180 (thousand).

#9.  Greg estimates that his mean commuting time to work is 45 minutes with standard deviation

of 5 minutes.  Assume that the commuting times are normally distributed.

A.  Find the probability that on any particular day Greg’s commuting time is less than 50

minutes.

B.  Find the probability that on any particular day Greg’s commuting time is greater than

40 minutes.

#10. The life of a Corn Delight popcorn is normally distributed with mean of 20 months and

standard deviation of 2 months.  The manufacturer will replace a Corn Delight popper if it breaks

during the guarantee period.

A.  What fraction of the poppers will the manufacturer have to replace if the guarantee is

for 18 months ?

B.  How long should the guarantee period be if the manufacturer does not want to replace

more than 3% of the poppers ?
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#11.  The year 1989 was a very good year for mutual funds on the stock market.  A random

sample of 25 large mutual funds had a mean percent growth m = 25 7. % and a s = 71. % .  Assume

that  the distribution of percent gains for large mutual funds in 1989 was more or less mound

shaped and more or less symmetric.  Use the empirical rule to do the following:

A.  Estimate a range of percent gains about the mean in which about 68% of such mutual

funds would fall.

B.  Estimate a range of percent gains centered around the mean in which about 95% of

such mutual funds would fall.

C.  Estimate a range of percent gains centered around the mean in which about 99% of

such mutual funds would fall.

#12.  Let x represent the life of a 60-watt light bulb.  The x distribution has a mean m = 1000

hours with standard deviation s = 75 hours.  Convert each of the following intervals into

standard z intervals..

A. 450 1350£ £x

B. 900 1100£ £x

C. 990 1010£ £x

#13.  A school counselor was given the following z intervals concerning a vocational training

aptitude test.  The test scores had a mean m = 450 points and a standard deviation s =35 points.

Convert each z interval into an x interval.  x = raw test score.

A. - £ £196 196. .z

B. z £ 0

C. 128 144. .£ £z
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#14.  A  relay microchip in a telecommunication satellite has a life expectancy that follows a

normal distribution with mean 90 months and standard deviation 3.7 months.  When this

computer-relay microchip malfunctions, the entire satellite is useless.  A large London insurance

company is going to insure the satellite for 50 million dollars.  Assume that the only part of the

satellite in question is the microchip.  All other components will work indefinitely.

A.  For how many months should the satellite be insured to be 99% confident it will last

beyond the insurance date ?

B.  If the satellite is insured for 84 months, what is the probability that it will malfunction

before the insurance coverage ends question

#15.  Draw a normal curve and describe at least 3 characteristics of the normal curve.

What is the m and s of  the standard normal distribution?

#16.  What is z , how do you calculate for it ?

#17.  Names of mathematicians who have made great contributions to normal distribution ?

#18.  What is the empirical rule ?

#19.  What percentage of the area under a normal curve lies to the right of m s+ 3 ?

#20.  If the x value is above the mean value, what will be z ? If the x value is below the mean

value, what will be the z ?

.
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